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The Relation Between the Swiss Confederacy and 
the Holy Roman Empire after the Peace of Westphalia
Shinichi　Yanagisawa
︿Abstract﹀
　　The commonly accepted theory reduces the independence of the Swiss Confederacy to seemingly 
decisive dates: separation de facto through the Swabian War of 1499 and separation de jure through the 
Peace of Westphalia in 1648. In recently published and remarkable books, T.Maissen and B.Marquardt 
have reviewed the relation between the Swiss Confederacy and the Holy Roman Empire after 1648. 
Maissen proves that even after 1648, the concept of sovereignty or republic, which is closely related 
to the concept of independence, was not received simultaneously within Switzerland, but slowly in 
the following century lasting until about 1750 and gradually from the west, strong, urban, patrician 
and Protestant cantons or associate members to the east, small, rural, communal and Catholic cantons 
or associate members. He indicates the strong presence of public and private relations between 
Switzerland and the Empire as the basis of the gradual process. Marquardt limits the subject of his 
research to cantons, associate members and common lordships in the central and eastern part of 
Switzerland. He insists that until the European reform after the French Revolution, not only associate 
members and common lordships did not declare sovereignty at all, but neither did cantons strictly. 
He insists, in contrast to Maissen, that the concept of sovereignty was received simultaneously. But 
he indicates, in common with Maissen, the survival of relations with the Empire as the basis for 
conservatism to keep away from manifesting sovereignty until the Revolution.
Keywords: Peace of Westphalia, Swiss Confederacy, Holy Roman Empire, sovereignty, republic
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